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and Dealer in Musical Instruments, including
(Suitars, Banjos, 2Hanoolms,
Strings for the above instruments always in stock.
115 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, O.
Giso. R. Baker. C. Wilson Bakee
GEO. R. BAKER & SON,
PHARMACISTS
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MT. VERNON, OHIO.
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DOMESTIC and IMPORTED CIGARS
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Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, 2 cents.
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II 5 V'' '' Send for Price List.
Adopted by Yale und Harvard, and U. S. Gov't.
Address H. H. BALLARD, 73. Pittsfield, Mass.
JOSEPH GILLOTT'S
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If you want to save time and
patience, and work with ease and
comfort, use only
rUYOWQ AMERICANUlAUrl U GRAPHITE PENCILS
The leads are smooth and tough,
and do not crumble or smut.
THE DIXON CO.,
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WEBSTER
I w
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I INTERNATIONAL J
DICTIONARY
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Fully Abreast of the Times.
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Sold by all Booksellers.
G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.
jpDo not buy reprints of obsolete editions.
ag-Se-nd for free pamphlet containing spec-
imen pages, testimonials, and full particulars.
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from every one connected with Kenyon College,
and especially from the alumni.
The Editor-in-Chie- f is personally responsible
for everything that enters into the columns of
this paper.
TERMS $1.00 PER YEAR (IF PAID IN ADVANCE ).
AN APOLOGY.
It is our duty, we feel, to apologise to
the readers of The Collegian for our
delay in getting this number of the paper
out. AVe have received inquiries on
every hand as to our delay in fact, the
old question rings in our ears as we write
this. To give every reason for it would
3.
fill our scant sixteen pages; but let it suf-
fice to say that our tardiness we have
been slow, indeed has been necessary.
Adversity on all sides has prevented its
appearing. In the meantime we have
not deserted The Collegian, but have
worked on the later issues, which will
appear shortly. In a month we shall have
caught up to date.
In this number we diverge from our
usual path, and at the request of many of
our alumni, we print it as a memorial to
Kenyon's greatest son, Rutherford B.
Hayes. Such was not our original inten-
tion, but our above-mentione- d troubles,
combined with the desire of our gradu-
ates, have led us to make this departure.
ADDRESSES
In Memory of Rutherford B. Hayes, '42 A
Tribute Offered by the Alumni of Ken-yo- u
College Rosse Hall, Gambier,
Ohio, June 28, 1893.
HAYES, THE ALUMNUS.
Col. J. E. Jacobs : Mr. President,
Ladies and Gentlemen AAre have before
us to-nigh- t, in our memorial exercises for
President Hayes, the illustration of a life
of singular purity of purpose, and devo-
tion to the right, which secured to him
the highest honors of our College, and the
Presidency of our country. The same
faithful devotion to duty which made
President Hayes a model student in col-
lege, and placed him at the head of his
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class, lias given us a pride in his name,
which is world-wid- e as well as national.
We all, to-nigh- t, recognize with pride and
satisfaction the tribute paid to him by his
classmate and room-mat- e in Kenyon,
Hon. Guy M. Bryan, of Texas, who, al-
though espousing a different cause from
him in the days that tried our souls 33
years agq, yet recognized the sincerity of
purpose characterizing our late distin-
guished Alumnus. We have in Guy M.
Bryan's devotion to the memory of Hayes,
a touching illustration of the strength
and perpetuity of college friendships.
We, of the Alumni, meeting after inter-
vals of many years, can respond to and
sympathize with this sentiment. And I,
myself, in anything I have been able to
do for this College, owe much of my in
spiration to the counsels and request of
him whom we commemorate to-nigh- t.
When I called upon President Hayes at
the Grand Pacific Hotel in Chicago, in
November, 1800, he said to me he had
heard, and noticed with great sorrow, that
our old Alma Hater had not lately en-
joyed the name prosperity as in the earlier
years of its history. He asked me if I
would, as I returned east, spend a day in
Gambier, and ascertain how matters stood,
and see whether there were any means of
reviving (he prosperity of the old College..
I promised to do so. I resolved in answer
to the request made of me by him whom
we now honor, that, as far as in me lay,
I would endeavor to awaken that spark of
interest in our Alma Mater which I knew
to be latent in the breast, of every
Alumnus, and only needing to be struck
to produce the flame of devotion. They
have well responded to this exertion. We
have made a creditable record in this
Alumni Association, in which we have
had no more willing help than that given
by President Hayes on this platform, a t
year ago, at the last commencement, when 1
he celebrated the fiftieth anniversary oi r
his graduation. We who saw him were j
all surprised to observe the same physical i
vigor which characterized his earlier t
years, and to feel that his eye was noi 1
dimmed, nor his natural strength abated. li
And such retained physique was only h
equalled by his unchanged devotion tc r
Old Kenyon. He then expressed hi
gratification at being able to achieve hi a
fiftieth anniversary, and to publicly recog I.
nize what our College had done for him V
and how it had inspired him in the service ti
of his country. Such was Hayes, (lit fi
Alumnus, and as nearly a model as any h
one could desire to be. He has ahvay- - ft
been in thorough touch and sympalln I
with our Alma Mater. No better illustra a
tion of his interest can be afforded thai, a
the dispatch he sent in answer to a tele- - e
gram from the Faculty of Kenyon, con ft
gratulating him on his election as Gov- - n
ernor of Ohio in 1S75. -
" Mv Kenyon Friends: A host of congratula-tor- y
dispatches are before me. I cannot ac-knowledg- e
with even a word of thanks the
most of them. But yours, first to be replied to --s'
touches me particularly. Accept my thanks for P
it. I hope you will all have reason to remcm it:
ber Old Kenyon with as much satisfaction as 1 P
do. I have no more cherished recollection
than those which are associated with collegi 0;
life. Except the four years spent in the Unior
Army, no other period of my life is to be com
pared with it. I hope 3-- ou may all have equal ,
reason to think of Kenyon as I do. In the
greatest haste, I remain, sincerely, !n
R. B. HAYES,"
"Fremont, Ohio, October 13th, 1875." m
That was the animating sentiment j Kthroughout his life, and within a few day- -
of his death he was present at the re '
union of the Alumni of Kenyon in Cleve W(
land, at which, after learning the success pr
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that had attended our Alumni movement,
lie said in those significent words, as I
now recall : "And so Old Kenyon is pros-
pering; that is good, that is very good."
And holding before the assembled Alumni
the cane which he carried in his student
life here, he told them, that though he
had not needed it lor physical support, it
had been his constant companion, and he
revered its associations. That cane was
transmitted to us by his children this
afternoon, and will remain in our College
Library as a memento of our Ex-Preside- nt.
We have been able to realize his expectat-
ions, and to make him feel that the
future of our College is more assured than
he once feared. We have that devotion
for our Alma Mater which President
Hayes so well illustrated. And to all, I
am glad to be able to say, from official
and personal knowledge of the means
employed, and the agencies still at work
for the upbuilding of Kenyon. " The
night is far spent ; The day is at hand."
All we have to do is our duty as men, to
put our Alma Mater where she has so
long deserved to be.
Before leaving this platform, 1 may
state that five years ago, when I was the
guest of the Harvard Alumni Association
in Baltimore, I was called upon by its
President to speak to the college of Henry
Winter Davis. I was surprised to be
called upon to speak for our College, so
nearly an algebraic X in Baltimore, and I
could contribute it only to the fact that
they revered Henry "Winter Davis, as we
are proud to do. I am sure, in the taces
before me, I see a response to the senti-
ments of affection for our Alma Mater
that animate all of us; and when we
honor President Hayes, we not only do
justice to him, but we do credit to our-
selves, and to the Alma Mater that he so
well loved, and of which we are so justly
proud.
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HAYES, THE LAWYER.
Judge M. M. Granger : Alumni of
Kenyon ! Friends of Kenyon ! I am to
speak to you briefly about " Rutherford
B. Hayes, as a Lawyer."
Having graduated at " Old Kenyon "
in August, 1822 (about two months before
the twentieth anniversary of his birth),
he began to study law under the direction
of an older alumnus of our College
Thomas Sparrow, of Columbus, Ohio.
After some office study, he entered
Harvard Law School, and there was made
a Bachelor of Laws in 1845. I find in
his class the names of George Iloadly, so
well known as an Ohio lawyer and
Governor, but now of the New York City
bar; William Pinkney White, a United
States Senator from Maryland after the
Civil War, and Henry Folsom Page, a
lawyer of repute in Central Ohio, resident
at Circleville. Others bore well-know- n
surnames such as Cabot, Loring, Lowell
and Russell, of Massachusetts ; Chauncey
and DeLancey, of New York, and Sample,
of Alabama; but I am ignorant as to
their lives and positions. Simon Green-leaf- ,
Joel Parker, and Theophilus Parsons
filled the chairs of Evidence, Law, and
Equity while this class studied at Cam-
bridge. On the loth of March, 1845,
Hayes was admitted to the bar at Marietta,
Ohio. The Supreme Court of Ohio was
then composed of only four judges was
held by two of said judges once a year in
each county (the whole Court sitting
" in Banc " at Columbus during the
winter).
All applications for admission to the
bar were made l to any two judges of said
Court," who, in person or by a designated
committee, examined the candidate. R.
E. Harte, Esq , was chairman of the com-
mittee who examined young Hayes.
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Judge Samuel S. Knowles. of Marietta,
who very kindly examined the old Court
Minutes for me, wrote that the names of
the other members of the committee do
not appear therein. Mr. Harte died at
Marietta about two years ago at the good
old age of 85. lie was a graduate of
i7ale. The four judges then in office were
Reuben Wood, Chief Justice; Matthew
Birchard, Nathaniel C. Read, and Porter
Hitchcock. Of these, Chief Justice Wood
and Judge Birchard presided at that
Washington Counly Term, and the Chief
Justice administered to the future Presi-
dent of the United States his first oath to
support the Constitution of the Nation
and of his State. The then usual route of
travel from Columbus to Marietta was by
stage coach, on the National Turnpike
Road, to Zanesville (where I was then a
school boy preparing to enter Kenyon in
October, 1846). and thence by steamer
down the Muskingum.
In April, 1846, in his 24th year, Hayes
formed a partnership with Ralph P.
Buckland (another old Kenyon student
who lived an honorable and useful life as
lawyer, as Union Colonel and General in
the Civil WTar, and tis member of Con-
gress for the Sandusky district alter the
war). This firm practiced for about three
years at lower Sandusky, now Fremont,
Ohio. He occasionally visited Gambier
in college term time, and I well remem-
ber how popular he was among the stu-
dents of those years who knew him as
"Rud Hayes." To all he was genial,
kindly and unassuming. As a boy I felt,
as it were, instinctively, " Hayes is manly
and honest-hearte- d ; he believes in what
is right ; he can be relied on always."
In 1849 he removed to Cincinnati and
began a practice there which ended when
the 23d Ohio Volunteer Infantry was or
ganized, with William Stark Rosecrans a-Colo- nel
; Stanley Matthews as Lieutenan'
Colonel, and Hayes as Major. His firs'
commission bore date June 7, 1861. Dur
ing this interval of about twelve years, Ik
was in partnership with others. The firn,
of Corwine, Hayes & Rogers held a good
share of legal business as I knew it
from about 1854. His partners were
Richard M. Corwine, and William Kins
Rogers, a Kenyon graduate of the class c:
1848. who is here with us to-nigh- t. A-Roge- rs
had been my room-mat- e in " No
12, W. D.", and had made me acquainted
with Hayes in the " Philo Hall," then k
the basement of " Old Kenyon," I never
failed to pass a little time in their office
during business or other visits to Cincin
nati.
In 1858 Hayes was chosen City Solicitor
He filled that office faithfully and ellici
ently until he entered t he Union Army.
Time will not permit me to tell of more
than one of his cases. I narrate it be
cause in doing so I show you what kind
of a lawyer he was.
A resident of Louisville, Kentucky,
traveled through Ohio en route to hi-wife- 's
former home in Virginia, taking
with him a slave girl to attend her mis-tress- .
Arriving at the railway station in
Columbus, the slave took refuge with
friends of her own color resident there.
Her master hastened to Cincinnati and
procured a warrant under the fugitive
slave law. The girl was arrested, taken
to Cincinnati and brought before a United
States Commissioner, who was empowered
to return fugitive slaves to the station
from which they had escaped. Opponents
of slavery retained three lawyers to d-
efend the girl's liberty. The evidence was
heard and the arguments began. First to
speak for the defense was Salmon F.
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Chase so well known as Governor,
Senator, Secretary of the Treasury, and
Chief Justice. For hours he eloquently
denounced the fugitive slave law as un-
constitutional and wicked, and painted in
darkest colors the evils of that slavery to
which her master sought to return the
uhl. For other hours her next senior
counsel enlarged upon the same themes.
The papers of the day reported in full
their eloquent appeals for freedom. The
names of the two speakers became house-
hold words throughout the land amongst
all that hated slavery, or sympathized with
the slave. The newspaper and popular
verdict declared the oratory magnificent,
and the arguments irrefutable.
But cool, clear headed lawyers asked,
-- Why do they not speak to the question
before the Commissioner? The Supreme
Court of the Nation has decided that this
law is constitutional. This Commissioner,
a very subordinate officer of a subordinate
United States Court, must treat that law
as constitutional. It is useless to thus
orate and argue before him."
The junior counsel for the defense then
arose. In a clear and very brief argument
he called the Commissioner's attention to
the fact that the clause in the National
Constitution, and the so called Fugitive
Slave Law, both related only to persons
"held to service or labor in one State
under the laws thereof, escaping into
another;" that the Commissioner was
only empowered to return to Kentucky a
person held to service or labor in that
State under its laws, who had fled from
that State; who came into Ohio as a
fugitive ; that neither Constitution, nor
law, gave him any power to send out of
Ohio the prisoner, who had been brought
from Kentucky into Ohio by her Kentucky
master.
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This argument was unanswerable. The
girl was discharged from custody and
retained her freedom. The only argument
applicable to the case, on her behalf, was
made by Rutherford B. Hayes. He main-
tained his client's freedom. His seniors
received the plaudits of the public. He
quietly returned to his office, conscious of
having done his duty thoroughly and well.
While papers and populace, ignorant of
the law applicable to the facts of the case,
almost wholly ignored Hayes and his argu-ment.a- ll
who understood both law and facts,
noted the accuracy, force and completeness
of that argument; that it, alone of the
three, fitted the case ; and expected for the
junior counsel an assured future as a
competent and judicious lawyer, ready
and willing to do his whole duty to his
client's case. When the war came, Hayes
felt that his age, his vigorous health, his
physical and mental powers were such
that military service in the field was due
from him to his country. Therefore he
closed his career at the bar without having
attained a leading position. While I can-
not remind you of any brilliant triumph
before bench or jury, those three years of
rural practice in Sandusky County, fol-
lowed by twelve more as a junior in Cin-
cinnati, furnished ample material from
which I may describe to you Hayes as a
lawyer, as he understood and practiced it.
The Law (Common Law Equity Stat-
ute Law) was a system of rules and prin-
ciples, intended to insure and protect
rights, and to prevent, or punish, wrongs.
The lawyers were a body of officers con-
nected with the tribunals charged with
the decision of disputes under the law,
from which each litigant could retain one
or more counsel and impose upon him or
them the duty to so use legal machinery
as to protect the client's rights without
unnecessary expense to that client.
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Therefore, Hayes' controlling motive,
when under a retainer, was not "to win
the case," or " to secure as. large a fee as
possible," but " to ascertain and establish
what, according to the law under the
facts, was his client's right as to the mat-
ter in dispute, and to prevent injury to
or the taking away of that right. He did
not regard a retainer as calling for, or as
justifying any word or act upon his part
to gain success for a claim that he knew
to be unfounded. He analyzed his case
with great care and skill; with marked
acumen and judgment he perceived the
controlling questions in the dispute; un-
derstanding well the legal principles ap-
plicable to those questions, his argument
was plain, clear, terse and logical. His
statement of the case was often a demon-
stration of the conclusion to which court
or jury must arrive. Aware of the influ-
ence of " decided cases," his patient in-
dustry, guided by keen intelligence, rein-
forced his statement of facts and discus-
sion of principles, with well selected "cases
in point" from the "Reports." Fifteen
years of a practice so conducted, following
seven other years of preparative study in
Kenyon, in the law office, and at Harvard,
so trained and exercised his naturally
able mind, and made still more firm the
rectitude of character shown by him in
boyhood and youth, that the Major of the
23d Ohio entered his country's service
admirably equipped. Habitually believ-
ing in right; seeking only to protect, pre-
serve, defend, or enforce right; having no
wish outside of right; his amiable temper
and temperament; his mental equipoise,
made his manner so calm; his tone of
voice so moderate; his bearing so devoid
of self assertion, that superficial observers
deemed him lacking in force. In fact, he
was so full of it so firm in what he be
lieved to be right that no man, no set of
men, could influence him to do wrong, or
to omit the discharge of a recognized duty.
Others here to night recall to your
memories his four years of gallant services
in the civil war, or the three years of his
Congressional duties, or the five years in
which he was Governor of Ohio, or the
four years of his Presidency of the Nation,
or his twelve years of active philanthropy.
They find in each period ample material
for eloquent mention. But in the quiet
portion of his life assigned to me for di-
scussion on this memorial occasion, this
legal training and experience; this habit
of seeking, believing in, and doing right,
formed the sure foundation on which was
built the General, the Legislator, the
Governor, the President and the Philan-
thropist, who, while living, deserved and
had our loving admiration ; whose memory
all sons of Kenyon, all dwellers in Ohio,
all who value our National Unity, will
honor and cherish.
HAYES THE SOLDIER.
Gen. John G. Mitchell : Jfr. Presi-
dent, Gentlemen of the Alumni, anil La-
dies and Gentlemen At this moment I
can recall with distinctness but one fact
connected with the series of facts gath-
ered during my academic life here, and
that was the wonder and amazement with
which our Professors of Natural History
of that day attempted to teach us that if
all the water and, of course, in its other
form, wind, were squeezed out of the
earth's surface the entire surface would
not occupy a space beyond one cubic foot.
When I received this programme that
fact was brought vividly to my mind, and
it seemed to me that the Professors ol
to-da- y must have believed that the old
graduates learned something of that prin
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ciple. that they might be able to condense
the events o(' the various epochs of this
distinguished life into an address of ten
minutes. We have learned of the student
life, of the academic life, of the life of the
professional training, and have just heard
of t fie life of the professional lawyer of
our distinguished Alumnus. These pre-
ceding epochs leave Rutherford Birchard
Hayes in the very commencement of the
prime of his physical and intellectual life.
The great questions, the important probl-
ems which the few years preceding 18(jl
had forced upon the attention of the peo-
ple of this country, found in him a careful,
anxious, thorough student. He had sat at
Harvard under the professorship of the
frreat Storey, lie had learned to rever-
ence with all the strength and fervor of
his nature the Constitution of the United
States; he therefore believed in the right
of certain of our sister States to hold
property in human beings. But the
strength of his convictions, his natural
sympathy with every man and woman
that suffered, and with every form of dis-
tress, made him acknowledge that those
constitutional limits should be prescribed
within their then limits, and that never
by thought, or word, or act of his should
another slave State be added to the Union.
The tradition connected with his family
tells us that the first man named Hayes
was given his name by one of the early
Kings of Scotland for his prowess as a
soldier in the field. Every war of the
United States or of the Colonies, from
1(552 to 18(51, even including the Indian
wars, had contained some member, more
or less illustrious, of his family. The per-
fectly natural thing, therefore, for a man
with this education and this training, and
this ancestry was to fight. And while he
watched with the most anxious solicitude
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State after State passing ordinances of
secession, he hoped and prayed that the
matter might end by the passage of the
ordinance, ai)d that the sober second
thought would return the erring sisters to
the family Ibid. But when the fatal shot
was fired at Sumter, the shot that startled
the world from its lethargy, he felt that
there was no escape from war. In his
own masterful language he says, "There
is nothing to do now but fight; one may
escape the deadly bullet, but (he poison
of compromise once entering into the
system can never be eradicated.'' Again,
in a letter about the same period to
Stanley Matthews, he says, 11 1 would
rather go into the war knowing that I
should be killed than live through it and
never have participated in it."
The meager limit of ten minutes will
allow almost nothing to 'be said of the
scenes or incidents of the actual war.
Besides, they are as perfectly familiar as
the household words of the language.
You all know of his numerous battles, of
his wounds, of his dangers, of his trials, of
his tribulations. From what you know of
the man you know that every duty that
devolved upon him, either in the camp or
on the march, or in the seige, or in the
field, was performed with the rarest
fidelity and in the most masterly way. A
large part, necessarily, of the life of a
soldier is one of inaction. The dull
drudgery of the camp is just as necessary
to the discipline and preparation of the
soldier as any difficult exercise for the
preparation of any important work in life.
All of these, history points out, were per-
formed by Hayes with the rarest fidelity.
Any picture of him that would leave out
his great good humor, his natural wit, and
his fondness for extracting good from
every possible evil in the world, would
be but an imperfect, half lint,
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There was one story, which no doubt
many of you have heard him tell, and if
it were not for the fact that the story has
had the sanction of his own approbation,
in the presence of this distinguished body
of Bishops and Doctors of Divinity, I
should not dare to tell it, but as it hap-
pened in his own command, and one of
his own regiments, it may not be out of
place, although the story may be perfectly
familiar to many of you. The story, as lie
told it, was this :
In the early part of '(52, while they were
lying at Camp Kearney, in Virginia, they
were sent away upon some rather hazard-
ous and dangerous expedition. The ex-
pectation was that they wouldn't be
absent from the camp more than four or
five days, but as those matters frequently
happened it was three weeks before they
reached camp on their return. Now, one
of the duties, and a very important duty
it is, which devolved on the Chaplain of a
regiment was the reception and distribu-
tion of the mails. Well, the Chaplain
was left back to take charge of the mail.
When the brigade returned to camp, as a
matter of course, three thousand men
rushed for the Chaplain's tent. But there
Avas no mail. Ten thousand anxious in-
quiries were sent every day, " What's the
matter with the mail ?" Finally, the gen-
tleman became so excited and outraged
with the innumerable questions put to
him that he took a cracker box and
chalked upon it, " The Chaplain has re-
ceived no mail ; he doesn't know why the
mail don't come, and he don't know when
it will come." He placed the placard
outside of his tent, supposing that would
give him immunity. Finally the rear
guard came in, and they knew nothing of
the anxiety. They rushed for their mail,
passing by the placard. By that time
the old man was thoroughly outraged.
" Didn't you see that notice ; did you read
that placard?" "I want my letters."
" Go and look at the placard." One of
the men saw that was the end of his
quest, but being very much dissatisfied he
made an amendment to the Chaplain's
notice. In the evening, when the Chap-
lain went out, he was horrified to find
those words : " The Chaplain has received
no mail ; he doesn't know why the mail
don't come, and he don't know when it
will come, and he don't care a damn,
either."
The most important battle in which
Hayes participated was that of Winches-
ter, in the summer of 18(54. With the
general details you are doubtless familiar,
You know in the early part of the day the
Federal forces were driven from their
camp into a new position, some miles in
the rear of that they occupied in the
morning. It so happened that General
Hayes (Col. Hayes) was commanding
division. He hadn't been in
action in the morning, and lay restive,
nervous, excited, irritable, on the field in
reserve. About two o'clock in the -- afternoon
there was a great cloud of dust ; the
troops began to cheer, and in a few m-
oments Sheridan rode onto the fiehl on his
celebrated black horse, llecked with foam,
familiar to every one in history, art, and
poetry. He called Cook, and rode out to
him. The two corps commanders gave
hurried commands, and in a lew moments
the army was in motion. Hayes was
ordered to carry his division to the left,
through a dense thicket or underbrush,
and pass around the right flank of the
army, and attack as rapidly as possible.
The ground was perfectly unfamiliar to
him. He mounted his horse, started out
in front of his division, and almost ira- -
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mediately, on entering the thicket, was
involved in a morass that seemed bottoml-
ess. To read the descriptions oi' it it
would seem utterly impossible that a live
man would be able to go through such a
place as that, but the division passed, he
being the first man over. The attack was
made from an entirely unexpected quart-
er, and that terminated a beautiful foot
nice, and an action which is one of the
most immortal in the history of the war.
For that action and the conspicuous part
which he bore in it, Sheridan, on the
lield, promoted him at once to the rank of
;i general oflicer.
The story is told of old General Rufus
Putnam, that when he lay on his death-lie- d
in Marietta, his minister called to see
him and asked him if he were prepared
tn die. The history says the old man
turned on his side and said to him, "Doct-
or, I shall never die; the scenes through
which I have passed, the events I have
witnessed, the history which 1 have helped
to make, will live forever, and I shall live
in them." This remark was made by
General Rufus Putnam, who had been a
stall' officer of General Washington. He
had been a Colonel of the Continental
line; he had been a brilliant civil en-
gineer in the Continental army ; he had
been a general officer in Washington's
army, and at the close of the war was the
superintendent of that wonderful band of
men who settled the territory of Ohio at
the present city of Marietta.
Did you ever stop to think of the mar-
velous spirit of prophecy there was in that
wonderful sentence of old Putnam's? If
was spoken in the Stale of Ohio; the first
child born of the ordinance of 1787, which
dedicated all the magnificent empire of
the great northwest to freedom. It was
in the year 1824 that this prophecy was
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uttered, and but little more than a gen-
eration had passed when this, then infant
State, which had entered the sisterhood
of States as the offspring of freedom, gave
for the perpetuity of that Union, which
old General Putnam said would cause
him to live forever that infant State
voluntarily gave ISO0,000 of the flower of
her youth to perpetuate that Union.
Kufus Putnam still lived in 1861.
Among the most illustrious men of
those 800.000 men, far up towards the
front of the list, stands the name of
Rutherford Birchard Hayes. Courtesy
forbids me to say a word as to what he
did after his military career, for that will
be presented in a much more worthy way
than I could do. But if the part which
General Putnam bore in the Revolutionary
war would put on him the stamp of im-
mortality, how much greater, how much
higher shall be the fame and name of
Rutherford Birchard Hayes? So long as
the language we speak is spoken or writ-
ten ; so long as these beneficent institu-
tions shall instruct the youth of our coun-
try, the name of Rutherford Birchard
Hayes shall be immortal and let us
hope that that will be forever.
HAYES, THE PRESIDENT.
Hon. William K. Rodgers : Jfr. Presi-
dent of the Alumni. Gentlemen and Ladies
I will not undertake to speak of Hayes
as President or statesman to-nigh- t. The
subject is very large, and as President and
statesman Mr. Hayes was known to the
country at large, known to you all, more
intimately than perhaps any other Presi-
dent, except to the Alumni as an
Alumnus. His career as a statesman, as
Governor, as member of Congress, and
afterwards as President, was a conspicu-
ous career. As President, particularly, it
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has gone into history ; and more and
more, as the principles of our free institu-
tions which have developed so largely in
recent, years, and particularly in conse-
quence of the civil war, are more valued,
more and more will the Presidential career
of Mr. Hayes be appreciated. His career
as President, important, as it was, as a
matter of appreciation belongs to the
future, to the far future. As our free in-
stitutions come'lo be better known, more
profoundly studied and valued, so will
Hayes come to be more and more appre-
ciated. It may be said with great truth
that as President, in the great ollice he
filled as "chief executive of the nation,
Hayes illustrated in a very effective way
every characteristic ol the man. Those
characteristics that have been spoken of
here to-nig- ht came out there in a strong
way. Tried as everyone must be who un-
dertakes to till that high position, tried
beyond measure, tried beyond comparison
by the exigences of that oilice, I may be
allowed to say, from personal experience,
that he did stand that trial amazing well.
There was that in him that rose to great
occasions. He was great when there were
great things to do. The larger view was
the view this man took of every subject,
and he never could be small. Having
seen him as I have in such varied rela-
tions in life, as child, as parent, as father,
as friend, as companion, as lawyer, and
statesman, as President, as philanthropist
as was spoken of here to night retir-
ing from his office as President to take the
most earnest and devoted interest in all
good things that could be done in a public
way, I have to say of him that from first
to last he was the same modest, unassum-
ing, able, devoted, incomparable man.
What was he not able to do when called
upon ? And how strongly, effectively,
t
and with what self-denia- l, self-sacrific-e,
self-forgetfulnes-
s, he did it. There is oik
thought that I should like to leave will
those whom I have the privilege of ad
dressing to-nig- ht, and it is the one thought
in connection with his career as President
which is so interesting to us as citizens
and which we ought to keep in mind, am:
it is this : That he went into that ollice
thoroughly prepared to be President ot
the whole people. As I have already re
marked, history will take up the sue
cessive particulars and details of hi-care- er
as President ; the great lesson, thi
one important lesson that we will al way-lear- n
from it, so far as we have interest
in public affairs, is that he was Presideir
of the whole people, and in that he set an
example to all future Presidents.
At the time, as my recollection goe?
back, when he was first spoken of by
friends in various parts of the country
with reference to the ollice of President,
and when it was brought to his at ten ( ion.
I recall with great interest the surprise
with wliich he heard it; and when, as the
weeks and months went by it became ev-
ident that he would be thought of more
and more, I recall on the one hand the
suppression of all personal ambition, ami
on the other, the sense of high respons-
ibility attaching to the ollice, if it should
come to him; and finally, when the no-
mination was made under such peculiar ci-
rcumstances, it came on him again with all
the surprise with which the first intima-
tion came to him of its possibility. And
I recall there an incident which, touching
as it was, was so characteristic of the man-Whe- n
the committee came from Cinci-
nnati to announce to him his nomination,
and sitting by his side in the ollice where
the committee was to meet him, he said,
" Won't you go and bring Lucy ? " Those
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who knew him well, and who knew the
creat and good woman who stood by his
side during his Presidential career, could
understand the feeling with which he
turned to her when the announcement
should be made ; and from that time on,
as my recollection brings up the incidents
everything bespoke the high manhood of
this great man. Nothing transpired from
first to last which came from inferior
motives of any kind whatever, but, as he
said, he walked away from that meeting
to his house really solemnized; and so
when the election came and he went to
discharge the great duties of his otliee it
was with the same feeling that it was a
high and solemn duty. And yet he was
a man whose sense ol humor was as keen
and brilliant as characterized any man in
public life; but above all this he recog-
nized duty and obligation as the supreme
things in life. He lived under the solem-
nity of great thoughts, and great purposes'
and great motives. There was nothing
light, or trivial, or small.
And so the end came at last. Those
arduous duties had been discharged, lie
returned home, the same quiet, modest,
serious man that he had been through it
all, having, as he felt, discharged one great
duty there the duty of bringing about
fraternization between the sections that
had been at war. And this man, whose
whole life was companionship, and good-fellowshi- p,
and fondness for his friends
and who had on the other side some of
the dearest friends of his life, yet who had
fought with all the energy and determina-
tion of the warrior, instantly upon sur-
render, his other nature, the nature that
made him the warm companion and the
man of feeling, re-assert- ed itself and from
that time on the great motive of his life
was to see the two disunited sections come
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together again in a bonded union that
should be stronger and more intelligently
understood than ever before, and that the
results of the war should be harvested
in that way. As President, his whole
career, thoughtfully earnest as it was, not-
withstanding other important matters and
problems to be solved and interests to be
subserved, was bent to that one supreme
end ; and he left his otlice with all the
satisfaction which comes from a sense of
duty, endeavored at least and in some
large measure, discharged.
To speak of our friend who is gone, in
the relations of life which had to do with
his career as President, is something too
touching to me to enter upon ; and, my
friends, if I shall have succeeded in bring-
ing to your attention in any earnest and
thoughtful way the one great motive of
his career as President in what I have re-
ferred to the fact that he desired to be
President of the whole people I shall
feel I have discharged a very delightful
duty to night, and shall have in some
measure followed out the course of his
life in endeavoring to be of service to
others.
HAYES, THE EX -- PRESIDENT AND PHI-
LANTHROPIST.
William C. Keynolds : Mr. President,
Ladies and Gentlemen With many of
you it is many a year since you and I have
met, and it is many a year since my home
ceased to be in this State ; but as a former
graduate of Kenyon and native of Ohio I
have gladly returned to this beloved spot
to cast a garland on the grave of one of
its noblest sons.
In considering the career of President
Hayes the most striking characteristic
seems to me to have been the symmetry
of his character. He was the same man
in his student days, the same man as a
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soldier, the same man as President, the
same man to the end of his life. It has
often been said that Republics are un-
grateful; and it must be confessed that
often those who have rendered distin-
guished services in public life have had
averted glances turned to them when they
have failed to meet the public belief. The
wise man will be content with having ful-
filled his duty, and having done that
which he deemed best for his country,
without any too great regard for the
suffrages of the people. President Hayes
in his inaugural pledged himself never to
be a candidate for re-electio- n, and there-
fore he was free (o carry on his adminis-
tration in singleness of mind and unsel-fishnea- s
of purpose, to carry out the
policy which commended itself to
him. When his term ended he left his
exalted post with no unsatisfied ambitions,
with no torturing desire to return to the
stage which lie had quitted, and in the
spirit of Goethe's splendid aphorism, he
was ready to turn each day to the nearest
duty. The duties of private life were to
him as sacred and as ennobling as those
which attracted the attention of the
world, and he left no hour untouched by
his devotion to duty, by his love for man-
kind. Of him it may certainly be said
that he considered of one blood all the
nations of the world. His sympathies
went out for the poor Indian and he aimed
to redress some of the century of dis-
honor which has attached to our nation.
He sought to lift up the black man from
the degredation which centuries of slaverv
ft
had stamped upon him ; but while his
sympathy ran out towards the poor and
oppressed he was equally the friend of all.
He refused to keep the iron heel of mili-
tary power upon the feet of the South,
and he held out the olive branch of peace
and the hand of friendship to those against
whom he nad struggled so bravely. As a
member of the l'eabody Commission he
was greatly interested in the work of edu.
cation in the South. He was an earnest
student of the work of prison discipline,
and of the methods of reclaiming the out.
cast and the lost.
I was greatly struck in reading one of
his early speeches before his Presidency,
when he was speaking of the ravages war
had made, and he spoke with kindly,
tenderest sympathy of those who hail
made moral wrecks of themselves in the
battle of life, and who, going from inno-
cent country homes and subject to the
trials and temptations of varied compan-
ionship, far from home and its associ-
ations, had acquired bad habits and hail
come home wrecked and ruined, and yet
he was willing to feel that they were his
brethren. He was a man of rounded
character, and with the desire for honorable
fame. He was fortunate in his life, and 1
deem him fortunate in his death. He had
tilled the measure of his day; he went in
the full maturity of his powers honor,
love, obedience, troops of friends. Your
presence to-da- y attests how sincere is the
affection which he invited and which knit
those who knew him to his side with
hooks of steel. His presence has gone
forever from our sight, but his name and
his memory are a rich legacy to those who
loved him and an inspiring example to us
all. Sincere student, earnest friend, wise
counsellor, tried patriot, brave soldier,
friend, neighbor, brother hail and fare-
well !
HAYES' RELIGIOUS CHARACTER.
Rev. John II. Ely: Mr. Prexidud,
Ladies and Gentlemen It has fallen to
my lot to (dose this most interesting m-
emorial service by a few words upon the
religious character of the man in whose
honor we have met, who was the must
illustrious graduate of this institution.
Illustrious, not only because his name will
go down to future generations the choice
of his countrymen for the highest pos-
itions in their gift, but because he filled
each with honor, with unswerving fidelity,
with unselfish devotion, and with a degree
of success which few had equalled and
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none surpassed. As a college student he
left these halls the valedictorian of his
chiss, that of '42. As City Solicitor of
Cincinnati, where he resided just before
the war, his administration is still spoken
of hv the older citizens with commendat-
ion.' As a military commander, as twice
representative in Congress, as thrice Gov-
ernor of I he great common wealth ol' Ohio,
he adorned each place in turn. As Presi-
dent of the whole Union he is fast becomi-
ng appreciated as one of the most useful
and honorable officials among the com-
paratively few who have been called to
that proud eminence. While in the no
less honorable position of director of large
benevolent trusts, as member of two inter-Stat- e
associations for the betterment of
the condition and the moral reform of
prisoners, as the friend among his fellow
men, ready at all times to consel and help,
as (he patriotic citizen devoted to his
country, whether she was pursuing the
arts of peace, or in fhe throes of war
struggling for her very existence, he was
ready in every case to manfully meet the
duties of the hour; so that we may truthf-
ully say of him as Hamlet of his revered
father, " He was a man, take him for all
in all, we shall not look upon his like
again."
I quote from another, who says, "To
multitudes in other States his great ser-
vices have endeared him ; but Ohio has
the largest share in his renown. I think
it must be allowed that he was her great-
est citizen the finest product, on the
whole, of her century of history. When
the future historian comes to test by the
standards of impartial criticism the char-
acters and services of the men of Ohio
who have been at the front in the nine-
teenth century, the name of Rutherford
Birehard Hayes will lead all the rest.
Grant, and Sherman, and Sheridan were
greater generals; Garfield was a greater
genius; and there have been greater ora-
tors, and greater jurists, and greater edu-
cators; but take him all in all, for an all-roun- d
man, citizen, soldier, statesman,
scholar, man of books, man of affairs,
husband, father, philanthropist, neighbor,
friend, there is not another who will
measure quite as large as the good man
who has gone." And we honor ourselves,
Mr. President, as citizens of this, so great
and renowned a nation, and especially as
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alumni of the institution from which he
graduated, in meeting for the sole purpose
of commemorating the character and rev-
ering the virtues of Rutherford B. Hayes.
But my especial theme is his religious
character, and I have a responsive subject,
for who, who knows anything of life and
of the well-spring- s of action and of what
determines the various courses of men,
and has heard the incidents of Hayes'
career as we have heard them to-nigh- t,
can fail to perceive that his character, in
that it was pure and expressed itself in a
benevolent life, was religious in the deep-
est and most far-reachin- g meaning of that
word. For goodness is without founda-
tion if it be not grounded upon religious
conviction ; worth has no substance if it
be not inspired by it ; character is but an
empty pretense unless it be the drawn-ou- t
expression of earnest good will to
God and our fellowmen. And a man's
character can only inferred by the sort of
life he chooses to live. His professions
may be one thing, his performances, alas,
quite another. Bear with me then as I
recall, very briefly, a few of the deeds of
this man in the interest of peace, of
honor, of pity, and of morality, and
which ever and beyond his manly per-
sonality testify to his possession of a re-
ligious character.
And first, I wish to emphasize the part
he played in bringing together the two
sections of our country which had for
four years been arrayed against each other
in deadly war. When General Grant's
administration approached its close in
187(5, eleven years after the opposing
armies had been disbanded, the fruits of
the Union victory seemed, perhaps, farther
off than ever. The Southerners loomed
across the border like an angry crowd, too
well realizing, it is true, the bitter conse-
quences of war to attempt a renewal of
the struggle; too exhaused indeed; but
from the Potomac to the Rio Grande with
hatred in their hearts. In every promi-
nent southern city were garrisons of sol-
diers, and in the chief centers of rural
disaffection nothing but detachments of
the regular army kept the semblance of
quietude; while, in spite of the efforts of
the government, this hatred, too often,
found expression in lawlessness and mur-
derous violence. Many in the north had
grown tired of such a state of things, but
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many more, and they the chief men of the
party to which Mr. Hayes belonged,
favored an even more strenuous policy
than was then in force to coerce submis-
sion. It was a day of gloomy forebodings
for the Union, and well justified that
prophecy which Lincoln's Secretary of
State, W. II. Seward, had made on coining
west just after peace had been declared,
when he said "that the darkest, days tor
the Republic were still to come." Then
there was needed one not only morally
brave enough, if it was necessary, to take
his stand directly against the current of
popular demand, and oppose the views of
thousands of the very men who had
elected him ; a man wise enough to see
across the billows of ugly passion, both
north and south, the only harbor of refuge
in which a Republic can exist the free
consent of the governed but a man good
enough, religious enough if you will, to
know that anger begets only anger, and
denied rights, strife. That if the peace of
former years was ever again to be realized
it must come by trusting to the full, para-
doxical as it seemed to many, the patriot-
ism of a people who had done their best
for four long, bloody years to destroy the
nation. This is not the time, or the
place, to give the details of what our
revered alumnus did to bring about a bet-
ter state of feeling between the two sec-
tions of the country; but in withdrawing
the garrisons from the Southern States,
and absolutely confiding in the people of
those States to obey the laws, lie showed
the wisdom of the sage, no less than the
possession of that religion which cometh
down from above, which if first pure is
then peaceable. On a visit to Georgia,
not many years ago, he was introduced
by Georgia's Governor, himself a gifted
and brave leader of the southern armies,
as the man who had done more than any
other to restore confidence between the
sections, and pave the way for the restora-
tion of brotherly love. Many had sighed
for peace as of an impossible thing. Many
had prayed for it; but the valedictorian
of the class of '42 himself hewed down
the barriers and ushered it in.
When we look for other moral qualities
in Hayes, which are the direct fruit of a
religious character, we have not far to
seek. Take, for example, his stand in
preserving the national honor as it was in
volved in the question of what sort o
money the government should use in
meeting the debt incurred in maintaining
the Union. Should it be gold, the money
expressed or implied in the notes given
for the debt, or should it be silver, a money
worth less as coin, and in the markets 01
the world? Remember that he came to the
Presidential chair very shortly after
the depression which followed the great
shrinkage of war values, and which cu-
lminated in the famous Black Friday, when
fortunes were swept away in an hour, and
the value of even the best securities
seemed but the sport of unavoidable fate.
How strong the temptation to choose a
lower course of action than an unalloyed
sense of honor dictated, few know bui
those who lived through that time or in its
annals have read its story. Time and
again in his last campaign for the Gover
norshipof Ohio did lie plead with his fellow
citizens, whose better judgment was being
clouded by the promised, easy way of
meeting the national obligations, to hold
aloft the standard of national honor. xnd
more than once, as President, did he veto
even general appropriation bills which
were passed by a Congress, the majority
of which had been carried away by false
theories, and sought to coerce him by this
most effectual method to do that to which
his high sense of rectitude would not con
sent. No man in that day was in a pos-
ition to do more than he to preserve the
pledged word of the nation ; and had his
been a character less swayed by honor, a
character that less frequently brought
every thought and action into subjection
to the demands of practical righteousness,
he too might have been led astray. But
come weal or woe, he could only see the
path of downright honesty, and naught
could swerve him from it.
And I think also of a grievous national
wrong, in the cure of which he took eil'ec-tiv- e
interest. For three centuries the a-
borigines of the soil had been driven from
place to place by the advancing wave of
white civilization, robbed of their land by
individual citizens, no less than by the
government itself ; robbed of their pro-
perty, maltreated and debased, until men
had begun to think them worth no more
than the powder and shot necessary to e-
xterminate them. Many private citizens
had, through pity, striven to ameliorate
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their unhappy condition. They had sent
them ministers to teach them of the white
man's Clod, a God whose precepts many
were willing to put into practice, but not
towards Indians. Till then the govern-
ment had not dealt with those words of
the nation except through agents, who ac-
cepted their positions, in many cases to
become rich by the extortion they might
practice, or through the army sent to com-
pel the Indians to submit to such iniquity,
and whip them back to reservations, upon
which thev were not able to exist. Whisky
and villiany had been tried; Springfield
riiles had been tried, until many men had
really begun to believe with General Sher-
man! that no Indian was a good Indian
but a dead Indian. But President Hayes
did not join in the hue and cry, as indeed
had not Grant ; and what was more, having
a religious character himself, he felt that
religion alone, if practically applied and
consistently taught and lived, could rescue
those that remained from extinction, and
jiive them the blessings of civilization.
And so he said to the Christian people of
the country, ''This is your task; the gov-
ernment will look kindly upon all efforts
made by you to teach these Indians the
blessings of peace, of education, of religi-
on. Go in and work this held." And a
care heretofore unusual, was exercised by
his administration to appoint agents of
proved worth and probity, and the recom-
mendations of religious societies as to lit
men for agents were listened to and fol-
lowed. What is it, my fellow alumni,
that gives birth to and strengthens the
feeling of pity ? Or what is it that makes
a man desire' to do his full duty towards
the unfortunate and downtrodden whose
sad condition it is within his power to im-
prove? Some are strangers to pity.
Some know of it only by the hearing of
the ear. In some it exhausts itself in
sentiment. But our honored alumnus,
while one of the most felicitous usors of
English it has ever been my good fortune
to hear, habitually shrank from speaking
but faltered not in action; and- - when
mercy cried he did not shut his ears. And
in all this was proved the presence and
power in his soul of that from which alone
mercy and pity sprung. For it is religion
that teaches a man not to look upon his
own things so much, but on the things of
others, and when the cry for assistance is
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heard, even though it be but through the
stubborn, rebellings of savage Indians, he
does what in him lies to make response.
When President Hayes returned to pri-
vate life, though age and hard work had
left its mark upon him, he was still in
vigorous health; and the quandary was
presented to him of what one should do
who had been the chief magistrate of one
of the great nations of the earth. He was
in affluent circumstances. He might
travel abroad and see the glories of the
old world under peculiarly advantageous
conditions, and no harm done. He had
earned a restful old age; he might live a
life of ease, interested in nothing in par-
ticular, and pass his time a welcome guest
in manv homes and cities that would
count it an honor to entertain him. He
might again enter politics, and as one at
least of our Ex-Presiden- ts have done, in
the halls of Congress keep in touch with
great alfairs. But it was characteristic of
the man who always thought of himself
as one of the people and to my mind it
is one of the best proofs of his religious
character that he chose none of these
things ; but free to do as he pleased, his
heart turned to such philanthropic pur-
suits as had heretofore absorbed his inter-
est. Few realize how much of his time
he gave to works of practical righteous-
ness. He was not a man to accept a trust
and neglect the duties it brought with it;
and when we recall the list of organized
societies and associations in which he bore
a part, and in some a very prominent part ;
when we remember that he traveled many
thousand miles to take his place in be-
nevolent and educational boards, and
without remuneration, we begin to see
that he was a man who loved his fellow
men. You have heard of him upon tnar,
subject to-nigh- t, so that it is only neces-
sary for me to urge you to remember that
these things point unerringly to a religious
nature as their source, and to remember
him as one who all through life neglected
no opportunity to help humanity to push
on to better and purer heights ; and who,
especiallv at the last, wdien the blood had
grown cold and the edge of energy had
been dulled by time, still cheerfully, and
with that brave smile which those who
have seen it will never forget, trod the
straight and narrow, but the ever increas-
ing bright road that leadeth unto life. I
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wrote to a near relative of his not long
ago to learn what she might say of Hayes'
religious character, and this is what I re-
ceived :
" President Hayes was a religious man
in the highest sense of that word, though
he said very little about his religious views
or experience. His parents were mem-
bers of the Presbyterian Church, and he
was baptized and brought up in that
church. After his marriage, and until his
death, he was a constant attendant upon
the M. E. Church, and identified himself
with that church in every way except
nominal membership."
She quotes Dr. Gladden's address where
he says, a He was profoundly interested in
the truth which constitutes the heart of all
faiths, and he was a sympathetic and ap-
preciative listener in the House of God."
And she adds, "His life was the best ex-
position of his religious character, and the
world can ask no more positive evidence
of it than that furnishes."
Another, the man of all now living best
qualified to occupy the place which I so
imperfectly (ill to-nig- ht Hayes's law
partner for years and his private secretary
when President writes me:
"The noble characteristic of Hayes'
religious life, was that it was eminently
practical, as was his entire life in all its
varied relations and interests. He was
earnestly and fervidly religious by nature,
and his whole character through childhood,
boyhood, and manhood was an education
in religious experience in mind and heart,
and of that genuine kind that attends the
life long effort to subordinate to sacred
motives for conduct, all motives that are
inferior. This was the religion he loved
and lived, and accordingly, while tolerant
in the extreme as to intellectual differ-
ences of opinion in all matters relating to
church and creed, in his judgment, articles
of theologic faith or subscription were to
be measured in value by the influence'
they have, the good they effect in this su-
preme way, the promotion of better con-
duct. This, his chief religious character-
istics, was obvious to all intimate with
Hayes. The character of our friend, and
the great service he has rendered in his
day and generation, will be more intelligi-
bly and widely known as the years go by,
and will have an appreciation that will be
enduring."
I feel, gentlemen of the alumni, that ii
is true to the cause of truth, no less thai
to the memory of the illustrious dead
that this poor tribute should not clna
without a further thought. Rutherl'oni
P. Hayes was baptized in infancy, was re
ligiously brought up, and was a religion
minded man; and yet his religious life,
worthy as it was, stopped short of tlit
highest privilege offered to us by llin
whom we believe he ardently longed ti,
serve, the privilege of kneeling at thi
table of our common Lord. IS'o doulu
the query, backed by the fact of so great
so useful, so truly a religious life as his
presents itself to you, " Why was tin-so?- "
To it I find myself unable to makt
full reply; and yet, perhaps, the divided
state of the Church of God, which is tht
cause for such lack of Christian effective-
ness, is one answer. For if the world was
to chiefly know God through the unity
which Christ prayed might characterize
His people, their lack of unity, their di-
sunited state, may well be believed to he its
chief weakness. So perhaps it will not
be too much to say that President Hayes
did not do what he might have done it
Christ's people had been one. He was
born and baptiz d among the Presbyteri-
ans, and lived under the influence of Pre?-byterianis- m
until he came to Kenyon
College. Here he probably first met with
this dear old Church of ours, and became
acquainted with her grand and solemn
ceremonials during the four years of his
stay in Gambier. His marriage brought
him under the influence of the Methodist
Church, of which body his wife was a
most devoted and useful member, lkm
it require a particularly vivid imagination
to see that a succession of such diverse
surroundings would be more than likely
to produce just what it probably did in
his case ? And may we be far from the
truth if we find the answer to our question
here? But be this as it may, we are glad
to recall in connection with hint, as the
last words of this memorial service, those
utterances of our Master: "Blessed are
they that hunger and thirst after righteous-
ness for they shall be tilled." "Blessed
are the peace makers, for they shall he
called sons of God." " Blessed are the
merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."
" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God."
Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.
For Sale by all Druggists
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UNQUESTIONABLY .
The Highest Grade of
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
And the Largest Assortment of
NOVELTIES
Are Made by
ROEHM & SON,
DETROIT, MICH.
College Flags, Pins, and Class Buttons.
k1Tonic
Dr. Ephkaim Bateman, of Cedarville, N. J.,
says of
Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
" I have used it for several years, not only
in my practice, but in my own individual case,
and consider it under all circumstances one of
the best nerve tonics that we possess. For men-
tal exhaustion or overwork it gives renewed
strength and vigor to the entire system.''
A most excellent nnd agreeable
tonic and appetizer. It nourishes
and invigorates the tired brain and
body, imparts renewed energy and
vitality, and enlivens the functions.
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to
Rumlord Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
V--.- . V.
v
RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT
Xo. 1 CIGA RETTES.
Cigarette Smokers who are willing to pay a little more
than the price charged tor the ordinary trade Cigarettes,
will rind THIS BRAND superior to all others.
Richmond Straight Cut No. I Cigarettes
are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored, and
highest cost GOLD LEAF grown in Virginia. This is the
OLD AND ORIGINAL BRAND OF STRAIGHT CLT
Cigarettes, and was brought, out by us in the year 18.5.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS, and observe that the
firm name as bklow is on every package.
The Allex & (Jixteu Branch
of The American Tobacco Co.,
M A NL'FACTl" RKItS,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
I I Iih llesi Couuii f?vnitPastes Ciond. I'se in timeSold by Initrtrists.
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HAVE
been
entirely
CURED
of CONSUMPTION by the use of
Piso's Cure. The doctors said I
could not live until Fall. That was
one year ago. Now I am well and
hearty and able to do a hard day's
work. Mrs. Laura E. Patterson,
Newton, Iowa, June 20, 1892.
gPjstfs r,eiae5YfoK caxakkhJ
SUFFERED with CATARRHI for years, and tried all kinds of
medicines. None of them did me
any good. At last I was induced to
try Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. I
have used one package and am now
entirely cured. Philip Lancrey,
Fieldon, Illinois, June 22, 1892.
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Harcourt Place Seminary, Gambier, 0.
For young ladies and girls.
Founded in 1887 with the object of providing,
west of the Alleghenies, a school of the very
highest grade.
Location of great beauty and healthfulness.
Elegant buildings.
Teachers all college women, receiving much
larger salaries than usual in boarding schools.
Advantages of instruction unequaled, it is be-
lieved, at any church school in this country.
Special course of study for high school graduates
and others who wish to supplement their previous
training by a year or two further study, with spe-
cial attention to manners and accomplishments.
A course of graduation planned on new lines,
which aims, by requiring no Latin and Greek,
and no Mathematics except a thorough knowledge
of Arithmetic and elementary BooK-keepin- g, to
allow time for an extensive study of English,
including Language, Literature, History, and Bi-
ography as related to Literature and History;
Classic Literature studied by means of the best
translations; Modern Languages taught by a na-
tive teacher, and best intsruction given in prac-
tical Science. This course meets a long-fel- t need,
and it has received the enthusiastic approval of
all careful educators to whom it has been sub-
mitted as a long step toward the best education
of the average girl.
A college preparatory course, designed to give
as thorough preparation for college as can be liad
in this country.
Graduates admitted to VVellesly, Smith, and
other colleges without examination. Our gradu-
ates who have entered college have been uni-
formly and remarkably successful.
Exceptional advantages in Piano and Vocal
Music, and in Art.
Careful attention to everything pertaining to
good healih, sound learning, and general culture.
For catalogues address the Principal,
MISS ADA I. AYER, B. A.
Kenyon Military Academy, Gambier, 0.
For young men and boys.
Sixty-nint- h year. Completely reorganized in
1885, with the object of providing, west of I he
Alleghanies, a training school fully equal to the
best schools of the East.
Growth since reorganization remarkable, the
number of pupils having increased more than 400
per cent. PupiJs during the past year from sixteen
States. Location of great beauty and healthful-
ness. Elegant buildings. Masters of all college
graduates and teachers of tried eiliciency. Thor
ough preparation for college or business. Care-
ful supervision of health, habits, and manners
Bad boys carefully excluded. Particular atten-
tion paid to the training of young boys.
Conducted upon a strict Military system, but
unlike many of the military schools, decidedly
homelike.
Weekly receptions for recreation and social
cultivation, occasions of great enjoyment and
profit to the cadets.
Large new gymnasium and drill hall.
For illustrated catalogue address the Rector.
LAWRENCE RUST, LL. D.
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C. G. SCOTT & SON,
DEALERS IN
DRY GOODS, NOTION'S,
GROCERIES, HARDWARE
A Full Line of Tobaccos, Pipes, Cigars,
Cigarettes, Etc.
Give us a Call. GAMBIER, OHIO.
FRED. A. CLOUGH.
I am prepared to show my large line of
DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,
JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE,
Pianos, Organs, and Sewing Machines.
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Not .
Bite
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Throat. fwts.' ;
THE HIGHEST
ART IN TAILORING
IS THE
CHARACTER of GARMENTS and FABRICS
FOR MEN'S WEAR
MADE
TO ORDER.
VALENTINE,
ARBITER in FASHION,
15 SOUTH HIGH STREET,
COLUMBUS, O.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
SURBRUC'S
GOLDEN SCEPTRE
IF YOU ARE A PIPE SMOKER
We want YOU to try GOLDEN SCEPTRE
all the talk in the world will not convince as
quickly as a trial that it is almost perfection.
We will send on receipt of 10c. a sample to
any address.
SURBRUG,
159 Fulton St., New York City.
Prices GOLDEN SCEPTRE : 1 lb., $1.20;
i,lb.,65c. : U lb., 35c. Postage: 1 lb., 20c. ;
lb.,10; ?4 'lb., 5c. Send for pamphlet of our
goods giving list of dealers who handle tbem.
C. G. SCOTT A: SON, General Agents, Gambier, Ohio.
E. P. WEBSTER, A. D. WELKER,
dealer in PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,Anthracite & Bituminous Coal
Office,
'
Chase Avenue,
OFFICE AT DEPOT.
Leave Orders with C. G. Scott & Son, or F. H. Smith. GAMBIER, OHIO.
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'Best (Dysters cmb ZTleals --f
D'ARCEY'S RESTAURANT
SEPARATE PARLORS FOR LADIES.
Second Floor, Opposite post Office, MT. YERNON, 0.
Open Till 12 P. M. Sundays Till 10 P. M.
CROWEIL'S GALLERY,
MT. VERNON, O
ine daBmets anb Crayons
College Class Groups Made to Order.
Old I'kiures Copied and Knlarued.
A. Li. SI PH.: : : :
Merchant Tailor and
Gents' Furnisher.
124 South Main St. East Side.
POWELL &. O'BRYAN'S
KNOWN AS '1HK
SCWTj3 filljlriG PflRLOS,
On East Vine Street,
Where Meals will be Served at All Hours for 25 Cents.
The best Balls, Bats, Mitts,
Gloves, Shoes and
Uniforms for Less than
Elsewhere.
Send for Catalogue.
LARW00D & DAY CO.,
CLEVELAND
R. L. CASTEEL.5HBB
BARBER,
Two Doors South ok Post Office,
GAM BIER, OHIO.
L. .A. QUA IIJ,
THE NOBBY GENTS' FURNISHES,
The Latest Styles Always on Hand.
Main Street, MT. VERNON OHIO.
0PAY51CRL EDUCATION
ARTICLES 07i GYMNASTICS, ATHLETICS. SPORT, 5.
HEALTH, KH ILLUSTRRTEDTAONTHLY, ONEDOLLRR
SAMPLE FREE. "SPRINGFIELD,?- - 7755.
Commercial Gollege ToTO.
Cheapest & Best Business College in the World.
Highest II. .nor :U,i ioJll M,'dul nil oih. r OI1--I:- '. m
Uorld'H KxH.-itli- i. tnr Nvi..iu of IN.ul. Lrt-pln- B ni.J
enrrul Itini H Kdtleutlun. JO Oil" (;ntf uutee !"Itiinlnrp. 1 Ten..-hen- t l-hii- 1u ot. t'u-.- l ol'KiiIl ItuHliiei'
Coil rue I'li-liiili'i- L- Til it inn St al Inner' , n. n I',..;, r.l. ul,iul f DO.
Miort-llniM- l. Tvpc'-Wrltliip- c A' Teleisruphy ecialiii.
o ucutlon. Knier n.iw. OratlumeH ( . umi an tc"d Sueces.
NiimmtT etoil oHr tiiiluceiin'tin (i el-'flC- N Ktudenla.
Wm'liiTM, an, I mlit-rn- . Tlii citv U beautiful antl healthful. Knr
circulara. ajldreai, Wllbar'U. Hmllb, Lexington. K7
ATTEND THIS BUSINESS COLLEGE DURING SUMMER.
There will be a Special Session of the
Commercial College of Kentucky Univer-
sity for Clerks, Merchants, Teachers, and
others during the summer. This College
is situated in the beautiful, healthy, and
society-renowne- d city of Lexington, Ky.,
and received the Highest Honor at World's
Exposition. Students can complete the
Business Course and receive the Kentucky
University Diploma during the summer.
For particulars see advertisement in an-
other column, or address its President,
Wilbur R. Smith, Lexington, Ky.
Teachers Co-Operat- ive Association "ago.51'
Established In 1884. Positions filled, 2300. Seeks Teachers who
are ambitious for advancement rather than those without positions.
PICNIC AND PLEASURE RESORTS ON THE CLEVELAND, AKRON & COLUMBUS RAILWAY.
he popular line with Sunday Schools and oilier organizations going on pleasure excursions and picnics, and
the one oll'cring the best inducements as regards rates, facilities, and attractive resorts along its line, is the
Cleveland kron ci-- Columbus Kailwav. This line, as described by a celebrated writer, is beyond peradventurc
the most picturesque line in the State of Ohio, and penetrates on its northern section some of the most rugged
and gorgeously oeautitttl country in me .uuiuie ,-mi- ucs. il pieseinsr. imuuiaiimui tt.. ,
in the eye with scene's of quiet rural beauty, verdant slopes, and sunny woodlands, containing within their bosoms a
wealth of natural wonder in svlvan lakes, glens, roeks, and waterfalls. In fact, a trip over the C, A. & C. is a picture
ol' sunassing beauty. Chief among the points of interest on the line of the road are the world famed falls of the Cuya-
hoga, one of the greatest, natural water powers of this country. For miles, skirted by the railroad, tins mad torrent
rushes with restless fury through rocky gorges and darksome glens, hollowed out by time and its own ceaseless energy,
now flowing swiftly through a deep but torturous bed, its course suddenly terminates in a precipitous fall, which it
leaps joyously, only to be lashed into foam and spray on the rocks below, emerging again from its steaming and seeth-
ing depth, oniv to again tvpifv nature in her vildest mood. . . .
Tiik Cavk'kn and Oiens of the Ciyahoga are replete with romantic legends and superstitions, and are in high
favor with tourists and excursionists, thousands of whom visit tlKin in the season, to wander at will in cool retreats and
lure the gamv fish from their dark and rocky hiding places. The groge is 100 feet deep and has been made accessible to
tourists. Another charming resort, six miles south of Hudson and two miles north ot Cuyahoga tails, is Silver Lake, a
beautiful sheet of water, nestling between heavily wooded shores. It is about two and one-ha- lf miles long by one in
width, and has a natural sandv bench for bathing purposes ; perfect arrangements exist for campers and excursionists
in the way of boats, groves, ba'thing facilities, shelter, etc., besides no intoxicants are sold here. .
Lono'Lakk Park is another highly improved summer resort within seven miles of the city of Akron. A large
amount of money has been expended by an incorporated company in adding to the comforts and conveniences of the
place, including il new and first-clas- s hotel, with accomodation for 2(10 guests at reasonable terms. Long Lake is a fine
sheet of water, teeming with fish, and is one of the best equipped summer resorts in the Slate. Six beautitully shaded
aeres are controlled by the company, who also run two large steamers, capable of carrying TOO people A large number
of private cottages are also rented, 'and besides the bathing, boating, fishing, and other amusements, a large toboggan
slide, 100 feet in length, has been added. Steamboats connect with railroads at Akron for this point.
Lake Anna, at llarberton, is another delightful resort on which many thousands of dollars have been expended.
The llarberton Inn, one of the most magnificent hotels in the State, will shortly be open for guests.
Hhink Haven, on the crest of the water shed, is very popular with the disciples of Isaac Walton, the streams
abounding with all of the varieties of the finny tribe.(iAMiiiEH, the seat of Kenvon College, the natural beauty of which has tempted many aristocratic families into
making it their summer homes', is a lovclv and picturesque retreat, whose wooded hills are gently laved by the rippling
Kokosing River. This is one of the coolest and most delightful spots in existence, made doubly attractive by the cult-tir- e
and refinement of the inhabitants. .'
Suxni RY, surrounded by thickly wooded groves, so famous in this State, is only twenty miles north ot Columbus,
and is a most popular Sunday School picnic grounds. It also has a pretty river, threading a deep and picturesque
Korgc. and furnishes many delightful bits of landscape for the sketch or amateur photographer. A more romantic or
imeresiiiig spot could not be found, so claim the sentimental couples who roam the hills and vales, exploring remote
retreats or in search of the wild (lowers, which are prolific in their growth here.
Kcnyon G69cj Garnbier, Qio.
THREE DEPARTMENTS.
A COLLEGIATE SCHOOL Kenyan Colleae
A THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL Hexley Hnll.
A PKEPAKATOUY SCHOOL ivenyon Military Acnlomy.
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COLLEGE ClIAI'EL.
The village of Gambler is in the hilly country a little east of the centre of Ohio. The locntion is one of great lioauit
and ben :thfulness, the college buildings are extensive and commodious. The student may select from a variety nf
courses Classical, Philosophical, Scientific, etc. The library is large and well selected, and the reading room is well
supplied with newspapers, magazines, and periodicals. The physical and chemical apparatus is new and complete,
the gymnasium is large and convenient, and the park and athletic grounds are unsurpassed in the State. The nw
chemical and physical laboratories are now ready for use.
COLLEGE FACULTY
THEODORE STERLING, M. D., IX. D., President of Ken-yo- n
College, Bowler Professor of Natural Philosophy
and Chemistry.
REV. EDWARD C. BENSON, A. M., Professor of the Latin
Language and Literature.
RUSSELL S. DEYOL, A. M., Peabody Professor of Mathe-
matics, Civil Engineering, and Astronomy,
LESLIE H. INGHAM, A. M., Professor of the Greek Lan-
guage and Literature, and Assistant Professor of Phys-
ics and Chemistry in charge of the Laboratory.
CHARLES F. BRUSIE, A. B., Mcllvaine Professor of thf
English Language and Literature, and Rhetoric.
W. N. GUTHRIE, A. M., Professor of Modern Language!.
W. F. PEIRCK, A. M Spencer and Wolf Professor of
Philosophy, Logic, History, and Economics.
GUY H. BUTTOLPH. A.B., Tutor in Latin and Greek,
W. H. FOLEY, A. B., Tutor in Modern Languages.
For catalogue aud further information address
Prof. LESLIE H INGHAM,
Secretary of the Faculty.
FACULTY OF THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
THEODORE STERLING, M. D., LL. D., President of the
Faculty.
REV. HOSEA W. JONES, D. D., Dean of the Faculty, and
Eleutheros Cooke, Professor of Ecclesiastical History,
Church Polity, and Homiletics.
REV. JACOB STREIBERT, A. M., Griswold Professor of
Old Testament Instruction.
REV. C. THEODORE SEIBT, S. T. D.,Milnor and I.eiti
Professor of Dogmatic Theology, and Acting Professor
of New Testament Instruction.
Address all correspondence to
REV. HOSEA W. JONES,
Dean ol the Faculty.
